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Abstract.

A method is given for generating random intermediate

points for

a sequence of partitions.
For the corresponding
random Riemann
shown that they converge almost surely to the Lebesgue integral.

sums it is

1. Introduction. Various Riemann-type sums have been used for an alternative
approach to the Lebesgue integral. For instance, S. Saks [1] defined abstract lower
Riemann-Darboux sums to obtain an integral equivalent to the Lebesgue integral.
R. Henstock [2] introduced the concept of compatible partitions and defined an
integral of the Lebesgue power in the following manner. Let P be a partition of
[0,1], i.e. 0 = Xo < Xi < • • • < xn = 1 with arbitrary Zj £ [Xj_i,Xj].
The
partition P is compatible with the function 6 > 0 if for each ? = 1,..., n

\xj —Zj\< 6(zj),

\zj — xy_.il < 6(zj).

The Riemann-complete integral of / on [0,1] is defined as a number 1(f) such that
to each e > 0 there corresponds a function S > 0 on [0,1], with

£/(*iX-i-*j-i)-f(/)
j—i

<c,

for all sums over partitions of [0,1] compatible with 6. Henstock [2] proved that
there exists at least one such partition. (For comparison of the Riemann-complete
integral and the Lebesgue integral see [3].)
The Henstock definition of the Riemann-complete integral takes care of one of
the shortcomings of the classical Riemann integral. Namely, instead of requiring
the existence of the limit of Riemann sums for all partitions with vanishing norms,
Henstock relaxes that requirement to only those partitions that are compatible with

6.
The other shortcoming of the Riemann integral concerns the choice of the set of
intermediate points. The purpose of this paper is to show how by randomizing the
choice of the set of intermediate points one can get the Lebesgue integral as the
almost sure limit of random Riemann sums, i.e. the Riemann sums that correspond
to the random choice of the set of intermediate points. Our approach provides a
method of generating those random intermediate points for a sequence of partitions

of [0,1].
2. Random Riemann sums. Throughout the paper we shall consider a sequence
{Pn} of partitions of [0,1] such that each Pn consists of finitely many subintervals,
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each Pn+i
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is finer than Pn, and

lim max{m(7): l£Pn}

n—>co

= 0,

where m is the Lebesgue measure on [0,1].
For each Pn let Spn be a set of points consisting of one point Xpn(I) from each
7 G Pn- hi the case of the Riemann integral the limit of the Riemann sum is
required to exist for any choice of Xpn(I). We shall relax that and require Spn to
be a random set in the sense of the following definition.

Definition

2.1. Let P be a partition of [0,1], and for each 7 G P let Xp(I)

be a random variable uniformly distributed over 7. The set Sp = {Xp(I)}i€p is
called a random set of intermediate points for P.
Now we can randomize the Riemann sum in a formal manner.
Definition
2.2. Let Sp be the random set of intermediate points for P. The
sum

(R)

£/(Xp(7))m(7)
/GP

is called a random Riemann sum for the real-valued function / on [0,1].
It is easy to show (we leave this to the reader) that if for each n we have a random set Sn = {Xpn(I)} of intermediate points for Pn, then for every Lebesgue integrable / on [0,1], the sequence of random Riemann sums {^2IeP f(Xpn(I))m(I)}

converges in L1-norm to /0 f dm as n —►
oo.
In the rest of the paper we shall show that there exists a sequence of random
sets of intermediate points such that the random Riemann sums converge almost
surely as well as in L1. To obtain the almost sure convergence we shall make use
of the well-known theorem of Doob [4] (see also [5, Theorem 7.6.3]) concerning the
convergence of reverse martingales.
3. Convergence of random Riemann sums. The proof of our main result (alluded
to above) has three essential parts. First we shall show that on some probability
space one can construct for each n a set of random variables S„ = {Xpn(I) : 7 G

Pn} such that both of the following hold:
(a) each Sn is a random set of intermediate points for Pn;
(b) for each Lebesgue integrable /, (52IePn f(Xp„(I))m(I)} forms a reverse martingale.
The second part is to observe that because of (a), the sums in (b) converge in L1norm to /0 /. The third and last part is to observe that because of the reverse

martingale property (b), the convergence of the sums in (b) to /0 / must be almost
sure.
Here is our main result.
THEOREM. On some probability space there exists a sequence of sets {S„} such
that Sn is a random set Spn of intermediate points for the partition Pn, n = 1,2,...,
and for every Lebesgue integrable function f on [0,1], the random Riemann sums

Í£/(*pJ¿))m(4
UeP„
J
converge almost surely to f0 f dm.
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PROOF. First we construct Si as Sp1 = {Xp1(I)}içp1, where the random
variables Xp, (7) are independent and each uniformiy distributed over 7.
Then for each n we define the mapping <f>n: Pn+i -* Pn such that (j>n(J) D J
where J £ Pn-\-i- Now we proceed by induction. Given
Spi = SPl,. -., Spn = s*Pn,

choose Spn+1 such that the random variables

(3.1)

{Xpn+1(JY-Xpn(MJ))£J}

are conditionally independent, each Xpn+1(7) in (3.1) having conditional distribution equal to the uniform distribution over J, and that the remaining intermediate
points are defined conditionally by

(3.2)

xPn+1(j) = xPn(MJ)),

xPn(4>n(J)) e J.

To express this more formally consider two sets of intervals

T = {J £ Pn+i : XPn(MJ)) £ 7},

f = {J £ Pn+1 : XPn(<j>n(J))G 7},

and let Bj be a Borel subset of J, J £ Pn+i- Then
Prob[Xp„+1(7) £Bj,J£

(3-3)

Pn+1|SPl = SPi,...,

SPn = SPJ

- II m^) II XbAXpÁMJ)))

where mj is the normalized Lebesgue measure on 7, and x denotes the characteristic function.

For fixed n let 7 G Pn, and fix Bj C J for each 7 C 7, 7 £ Pn+i.

Then we

define the event A as follows:

(A)

{Xpn+1(7)GR/(7c7,7GP„+i)}.

For every Lebesgue integrable function / on [0,1], from (3.1) and (3.2) we have

E[XAf(XPn(I))}

(3.4)

=

£
J<ZI,J€Pn

E[f(Xpn(I))X{xPn(i)eBj}}J{ mj.{Bj.),
+l

J'^J

where E[ ■] denotes the expectation.
From (3.4) and our construction we can obtain inductively these two conclusions:
(3.5) {Xpn(7)}/6pn are independent for all n, and
(3.6) the random variables Xpn(7) are uniformly distributed

over 7, for all n and

all 7 G PnWe notice that from (3.3) and (3.5) it follows that I £ Pn implies that Xpn(I),
{Xpn+1(7): J C 7} and Spn+l form a Markov chain.
Let / be a fixed Lebesgue integrable function on [0,1]. Then using (3.6) we get
(3.7) the sequence of random Riemann sums {X)/ep f(Xpn(I))m(I)} converges

in L1-norm to /0 / dm.
Our next objective is to show that

(3.8)

£[/(Xp„(7))|{Xpn+1(7):

7 C 7}] = £

^

fei m(J)
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Consider again the event A defined in (A). If 7 G Pn, it follows from (3.5) and (3.6)
that

E

«E^auw.™
= E {ïîfÇ WPflW. W)X<Xr„,
(fl€B,)]}II ">-<'<BJ

Since
^E¡f(XPn+1(J))XíXPn+iiJ)€Bj}]

is equal to
E[f(Xpn(I))XixPn(i)eBj}},
statement (3.8) follows from an application of (3.4).
From the fact that {Spn} form a Markov chain and from (3.8) we obtain the
reverse martingale property

E £

/(Xpn(7))m(7)|Sp„+1,Spn+„...

£

/€P„

/(Xpn+l(7))m(7).

/€Pn+l

Using (3.7) and recalling Doob's result [4] that a reverse martingale converges almost
surely we complete the proof of the theorem.
In a similar fashion we can generate random Riemann-Stieltjes
sums which
converge almost surely to a given Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. As a matter of fact we
can approximate an expectation on any probability space by appropriate random
sums.
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